
window blind collections

Made to measure bl inds



wood venetian blinds

A distinctive selection of

custom made blinds with hand

picked slats ensuring every blind

is unique. Every blind is made to

your exact measurements and

individually hand-finished to the

highest standard.

Wood
Venet ians

Custom Made Wood B l inds

Elements a combination of

wood and metal slats for a more

unusual venetian blind. Choose

from over 100 metal slat colours

and 12 Basswood colours to

make a truly individual statement.



Premier FSC solid hard woods 

offer enhanced natural grain and tonality.

Choose from the light Premier White

wood or the warm Premier Dark 

to complement solid wood furniture

or flooring.

Bamboo brings a touch of nature to

your home which looks both

contemporary and timeless.  And it�’s

environmentally friendly too. Bamboo is

fast growing and is harvested every 3-5

years making it a sustainable resource.

Beautiful blinds with conscience.

A choice of decorative tapes are

available to the Wood Impressions 

and Basswood ranges.

Rapide Wood range is a natural

wood blind, customised to your exact

size requirements. The range contains 

colour options available in 25mm 

and 50mm slat widths. This product is

usually delivered in 5 days.

Designer range exudes the warm

ambience of nature from the striking

patterns and rich colours of wood. 

Thanks to advanced production

processes the slats are free from knots

and other imperfections.

Basswood is a stunning range 

of wood colours to suit all interiors.

From bright whites and creams, to dark

stained woods and superior paint

finishes there is a wood finish to suit

all tastes.

Wood Impressions is a wood effect

range that features a unique grain and

texture that represents wood beautifully.

The range contains colour options

available in a 50mm slat, all of which are

custom made. The slats are both fire

retardant and moisture resistant, ideal for

use in kitchens or bathrooms.

www.sunwayblinds.co.uk



metal venetian blinds

Alubois is manufactured by a 

special process of transfer printing a

unique wood grain onto aluminium slat.  

In appearance the blind has the natural

beauty of wood but is also moisture

resistant and has no colour variation.

Perforated slat blinds are an

attractive and ideal solution for 

those requiring a blind to create

graduated light.

Sunway® SimpleFit 
An integrated blind system for 16 

and 25mm slats, designed for all 

modern windows, perfect for

conservatory side windows and 

doors; simplicity itself to operate. 

As a decorative option choose from

our range of beautiful tapes to match

or co-ordinate with your blind.

Metal Venetian blinds are a clean and modern style of blind

which give both privacy and maximum light control. Choose

from a wide colour palette to suit all interior decors, or a 

perforated or wood grain design slat for something special - 

a range guaranteed to add style to any window.

Meta l  Venet ians



Whites, cream and naturals 
A Natural theme flows freely

throughout the collection star ting with

modern whites, light creams and beiges

in plains and textured weaves.

Colours  
Beautiful fabrics with a variety of 

stylish patterns and striking colours

that you simply won�’t find in any 

other collection.

Voiles and faux suedes  
Transparent fabrics, special prints and

exclusive fabrics such as faux suedes,

offer additional beauty to suit any

interior.

roman blind collection

A choice of lining fabric including

room darkening linings help coordinate

your look.

The Sunway® Roman 

Collection's special selection

of beautiful natural and 

patterned fabrics and crisp

voiles will create a soft, 

natural light into your room.

Roman
Bl inds



roller blind collection
Custom Made Rol ler  B l inds

A superior collection of plain, textured

and patterned fabrics to suit all interior

styles from the traditional to bright

contemporary fabrics

Ro l ler  B l inds



Patterns
From bold contemporary fabrics to

traditional period fabrics, a range to

suit all tastes.

Sheers
A host of plain, patterned and textured

sheers, ideal for use alongside cur tains.

Accessories
Personalise your blind with a choice of

toggles and pulls, shapes and poles or

bottombar decorative trims.

Colours
Stylish whites, creams and naturals and

an updated selection of colours reflecting

the latest trends for interior styles.

Sunway® SimpleFit
An integrated blind system, designed

for all modern windows, perfect for

conservatory side windows and doors;

simplicity itself to operate.

Sunway® Day & Night 
The easy to fit Sunway® Day and 

Night System incorporates a dim-out

roller blind for the night time and a 

semi-opaque pleated fabric for 

the daytime.

www.sunwayblinds.co.uk



multishade collection

Available in a selection of

colours and textures, a

Multishade blind is attractive 

yet practical. When open the

blind lets light in yet gives

enough privacy where needed.

Closed the blind fabric gives

warmth and privacy to any room.

Mul t i shade
Bl inds

Custom Made Mul t i shade B l inds



Colours
Multishade blinds are available in a wide

range of colours and beautiful textured

fabrics to suit any style or taste from white

and beige to aqua and a rich chocolate

brown.

Open Multishade

Fabric
The clean, crisp appearance and versatility

of a Multishade blind means it can be 

used in any room of the house and is

par ticularly suitable for kitchens and

bathrooms as it is both easy to clean and

cer tain fabrics are flame retardant.

Half open Multishade

System
The ingenious system rotates the fabric

around the bottom bar when the blind is

lowered and the parallel sections of fabric

cross over each other to let in more or

less light as desired.

Closed Multishade
(this is not a dimout blind)

www.sunwayblinds.co.uk



woven wood blinds

Pinoleum 
Woven to the highest standards,

Pinoleum blinds are made from reeds

and veneers of natural woods which

woven together in different

combinations create a variety of

textured effects.

Conservatory Blinds 
Traditionally, the Victorians first used

Pinoleum in their summer houses to

gently filter the light. Today, Sunway®

Pinoleum continues to grow as a

natural choice for conservatories.

Naturel  
Bamboo, jute, hard grass and sea grass

are woven together to construct

stunning Naturel weaves which create

truly unique window blinds.

For a completely individual touch

Sunway will custom paint some fabrics

to your exact specification.

To add authenticity to a period style 

conservatory or provide a bold accent in a

contemporary setting these stunning weaves

are a beautiful and practical solution.

Woven Wood



vertical blind collection

Alubois is manufactured by our

special process of transfer printing a

unique wood grain design on aluminium

slat. In appearance it has the natural

beauty of wood but in comparison has

some additional benefits.

Metal and PVC  as an alternative to

traditional fabric vanes. Sunway offers

ver tical blinds with modern beautifully

finished metal and smooth, easy to

maintain pvc vanes.

Colours 
Traditional elegant fabric finishes in a

huge range of colours designed to suit

all interiors.  

www.sunwayblinds.co.uk

Both decorative and functional,

Ver tical blinds give privacy when

closed and when tilted allow you

to control the amount of daylight

required in your room. Choose

from stunning soft fabrics,

contemporary metals in

perforated, plain or wood effect

louvres -there is something to suit

all interiors.

Ver t ica l  B l inds



window blind collections

HunterDouglas Ltd. Window Fashions Division, Mersey Industrial Estate, Heaton Mersey, Stockpor t, Cheshire. SK4 3EQ

www.sunwayblinds.co.uk

How to Measure

How to take measurements will var y depending on where the blind fits in relation to the 

window opening. Inside Recess, which is the wall to wall measurement of the opening into

which the blind will fit, or Blind size, which gives the exact width and drop of the blind.

When measuring for blinds always use a metal tape measure as cloth or plastic tape may

stretch. State all sizes to the nearest millimetre. If fitting into a bay window, please ensure 

that you provide a diagram and the angle of the bay to enable allowances to 

be made for you.

1. Measuring Inside Recess

Measure the recess width three times at the top, middle and bottom and the inside drop of the

recess left, centre and right. Quote the narrowest measurements, taking care to allow for any

obstructions in the recess, e.g. catches, tiles, etc. A clearance allowance is made in production

for the height and/or the width so the blind hangs freely in the recess. (see fig.1.)

2. Measuring Blind Size (outside recess)

Measure the desired width and height. It is recommended that the blind over laps the 

window by 40mm on each side and at the top and the bottom (50mm for Ver tical blinds). 

Your blind will then over lap the recess sufficiently each side. Your drop dimensions should 

allow for whatever over lap is required at the top and/or bottom of the window. The blind will

be made to the exact measurements given (the blind size.) (see. fig.2)

Fig1. Inside recess 

Fig 2. Outside recess 


